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f here is plenty of credit available and at attrac-
! tive rates. It is just not available to real estate.
I This is true for several reasons, primarily be-

cause of the one to twelve year oversupply of com-
mercial real estate, depending on product-type and
location. The over-borrowing binge of the 1980s has
created a hugh backup of short-term frnanced real
estate assets held primarily by commercial banks
and insurance companies. This classic mismatch of
long-term assets financed on a five year, non-
amortizing basis was created in the expectation that
supply and demand of product would remain in bal-
ance and that credit would be available to refinance
the debt as it came due. Neither assumption was
accurate. As a result, loans are being called, and the
value of much commercial property, because of
wholesale liquidation, has plummeted to as low as
$.40 on the dollar.

Despite the agony of the past three years, there
remains close to $400 billion of short-funded real
estate assets in the commercial banking and insur-
ance systems. Much of this debt will come due in the
next three years. Thus, it becomes simple to predict
a credit crunch in commercial property lasting well
beyond the midpoint of this decade.

Repercussions of poor lending practices have
struck at the core of these financial institutions.
Rating agencies such as Moody's and Standard and
Poors have lowered the credit ratings of financial
institutions having "excessivd' real estate asseh in
their portfolios, creating serious funding problems
for certain entities. Likewise, financial institutions
wishing to issue equity securities to bolster their
capital ratios have run afoul of security analysts
who also take a dim view of "excessivd' real estate
holdings.

At a time of relatively low, short-term borrowing
rates and relatively high, Iong-term Tleasury rates,
banks are enjoying historically wide earning mar-
gins by short funding and investing in "riskless"
government securities. At the same time banks are
avoiding the high costs of originating, underwriting,
monitoring and defending to regulators and others
any new real estate loans. The impact of this real
estate credit allocation will resonate well beyond the
current decade, much as debt aversion extended well
beyond the 1929-f933 Depression.

On the margin, one may expect to obtain real
estate finance from REITs and other public vehicles,
securitization, wealthy individuals, foreigrr investors
and certain pension funds. Nevertheless, without
significant participation from commercial banks
and insurance companies, real estate finance will
remain severely constrained,
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Risk-Based Capital Rules
The late John M. Keynes coined the phrase "moral
hazard" to describe unintended bad consequences of
an otherwise positive act. One may trace the current
over-borrowing and over-building of commercial real
estate to the moral hazard from the misuse of funds
raised by government insured deposits. Relatively
inexpensive "riskless' capital was utilized to fund
increasingly risky investments. The fact that the
federal government guaranteed the deposits
changed the demeanor of certain bankers from that
of stewardship to that of imprudence. Compounding
this was the federal government's lack of zealous
regulation, the politicization of the regulatory pro-
cess by certain members of Congress, and overall
government policies which resulted in interest rates
rising precipitously in the early 1980s, causing
thrifts to choose increasingly risky projects.

The cure for the misuse of government insured
deposits has been the implementation of risk-based
capital rules for both banks and insurance com-
panies. Putting it simply, banks are not required to
have equity capital to invest in U.S. government
securities and must hold about 87o as a capital re-
serve against commercial, industrial and real estate
loans. These rules, whether applied by regulators or
by the private sector arbitrators of capital access
(rating agencies, security analysts, accountants,
etc.) compound the trend ofhighly liquid banks load-
ing up on government securities and going out of the
commercial loan business. The moral hazard to risk-
based capital rules is that, once again banks are
short funding long-term assets. Just a whiffof infla-
tion from the new Democratic government could flat-
ten out the yield curve and create a banking crisis
on a scale seldom before imagined.

Risk-based capital rules will stifle the current
economic recovery, hinder the growth of small busi-
ness and change the traditional temporal inter-
mediation function of banks to being risk averse
investment companies with deteriorating talent to
underwrite loans and evaluate risk.

Mark-to Market Accounting
The accounting profession, the Securities and Ex-
change Commission, bank regulators, pension fund
administrators and the credit rating agencies are
united in proposing that financial institutions mark
their assets (loans and investments) to market. At
present, investment banks mark-to-rnarket, whi)e
commercial banks and insurance companies do so
only for publicly traded securities. Pension funds in
particular are anxious to develop a basis for periodic
market valuations of real estate assets in order to
incorporate real estate into the capital asset pricing
model and make real estate truly fungible with other
financial assets. As laudable as the notion may be, it
ignores the specificity and idiosyncratic nature of
individual large commercial real estate projects.
Moreover, any attempt to write all real estate assets to
current liquidation value in a market severely lacking
in both willing purchasers and willing sellers would
threaten the stability of our financial system.

Public policy efforts should be focused on conti-
nuing to allow banks to hold real estate assets for
future recovery while keeping short interest rates
low, thus allowing the banks wider than customary
margins to build reserves for future real estate
write-offs. A multiyear solution to the real estate
problem while proionging the agony, will preserve
the stability of our banking system.

It is ironic that, under the prerailing low, short-
term interest rate structure, banks are now real-
izing larger profits on restructured, classified real
estate loans than they did before when the loans
were paying their contracted rate of interest.

Yaluation lbrminology
Another form of moral hazard in the current envi-
ronment is the degeneration of appraisal terminol-
ogy and methodology and of appraisers themselves.
A typical scenario has a developer explaining his
property to a bank in terms of a ten-year, hold-to-
recovery and a discounted iruEstment tnlue, wlrrile
the bank is examining the same property in terms
of a three-to-five year-hold and. a cutent marhet
ualue and, simultaneously the bank examiner is
scrutinizing the same property in terms of immedi-
ate disposition arfi a liquidation ualue. All three
parties argue with one another while utilizing ter-
minology which the others do not comprehend. The
property may, or may not, have an intrinsi.c taluc,
but whatever that value is, it is impacted by the
capital structure and holding power of its current
o\ryner.

This current cacophony of terminology is creat-
ing increasing dissatisfaction and confusion with
the appraisal process. More and more individuals
add to the confusion by attempting to clarify the
issues. Kenneth Leventhal & Company suggests
classifying real estate assets as follows:r

1. Quality assets with acceptable cash flows (given
the weak economy) and some long-term potential.
Such assets could be held or sold.

2. Assets that could be rehabilitated and converted
to new uses and then either held or sold.

3. Problem assets that must be restructured, held
until the economy and market improves and then
sold.

4. "Trapped" assets that cannot be sold because
they are in litigation or bankruptcy.

James R. Cooper of Georgia State University
suggests these categories:2

l. Inuestment Value: An optimistic view ofthe value
of a property if held in a financially stable, long-
term portfolio and sold in the future in a stabi-
lized market.

2. Marhct Valuz: The most probable price for cash
that a property will bring if sold in a competitive
and open market under all conditions requisit€ to
a fair sale, both buyer and seller acting prudently
with alailable financing and no undue stimulus.

3. Current Value: The most probable selling price
under whatever conditions exist at the date of
appraisal.
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4. Liquidation Valuc: The price an owner rs com-
pelled to accept when the property sale is manda-
tory with less than reasonable market exposure;
the lowest price that a democratic capitalistic sys-
tem produces under conditions of market failure;
a buyer dominated market.

The degeneration of appraisal terminology has
been abetted by under-qualified government regula-
tors requiring documentation which, at times, has
been unnecessary and irrelevant. The confusing
state of the market has been acknowledged by the
Appraisal Institute. In June 1992, its special task
force issued a report on value definitions. Yet The
Counselors' own CRE and past president, James
Gibbons, has stated "We do not need more defini-
tions. We have enough; and they are well under-
stood; the recent difficulties arose from inap-
propriate data inputs. Our major difliculty seems to
be inadequate or faulty communicationi'3

Valuation Methodology
FIRREA and government regulations have forced
wholesaie appraisals of real estate loans and invest-
ments held by financial institutions. Real estate
professionals are complaining more than ever about
the inadequacy and irrelevancy of the appraisa).s
they receive. Tbns of millions of dollars are being
spent on appraisals which have no use in business
decisions and are mere window dressing for the frles.
As appraisals became de-linked from market clear-
ing prices on the way up, they are likewise not re-
flective of either the market or the intentions of the
real estate holder's assets on the way down. As Gib-
bons stated, there is a vast communication problem
among the requirers, holders and makers of
appraisals.

In the absence of comparable sales data or even
a market for property, it seems an appraisal must
more and more focus on the holding power and in-
tentions of the holder of the asset. An appraisal
must reflect the most likely pattern of the market
recovery over the term of the established holding
period. An appraisal also must incorporate a busi-
ness plan for continuing investment, repositioning
and marketing of the asset.

A final economic value may well be the calcu-
iated expected value of probable outcomes. Such a
detailed economic model of a project would not be
warranted for assets with a value of less than, say,

$50 million. Such an appraisal would have a major
impact on the holder of the asset's business decision.

Such an economic evaluation should provide lu'
crative employment for fellow CREs. As Counselors,
we must be concerned with the devaluation of valua-
tion methodology. Whether or not we also serve as
appraisers, Counselors cannot afford to allow major
capital pools, such as pension funds, to consider our
industry as unprofessional and chaotic.

Data Collection And The CREs' Role
A major inhibiting feature of real estate as an in-
vestment asset category is the deterioration of a reli-
able database. Pension funds, in particular, will not

return to the marketplace until they are convinced
that a credible database exists for real estate.

In the current marketplace, there is no coherent
basis for determining demand for space or for deter-
mining true economic (net effective) rents. Thus,
there is no coherent basis for determining value.
Contract rents are meaningless in the welter of
kickbacks, side payments, free services and the like.
Buildings are measured differently in different
cities. Seemingly modern structures are technologi-
cally outmoded or riddled with asbestos.

A true moral hazard has been created in that
many major institutional investors no longer trust
real estate data. The current supply-demand situa-
tion will resolve itself temporally, as will the burden
of past due and delinquent debt. The resonance from
the lack of trust in real estate as an asset class will
last longer. Here is where CREs can add clarity and
professionalism to the process as advisors to finan-
cial institutions and by convincing clients that their
long-run interests are best served by sharing and
opening up their databases, heretofore deemed
proprietary.
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where:
M = margin of safety ($)
ni = net income
d = debt service

The margin of safety for a $400 rental rate is
$4,680 ($59,796 - $55,116). For a $500 rental fee
and 8570 occupancy rate, the margin of safety equals
$17,640 ($72,756 - $55,116). The margin of safety is
the same as the net cash flow in this example be-
cause the organization is a nonprofit entity and will
not pay taxes. However, in a for profit organization
taxes must be considered as an expense of doing
business.

Probability Analysis
In the course ofthe analysis, we have not considered
the uncertainty of the estimates made through the
use of probability analysis. However, break-even
analysis can easily be modified for the effect of un-
certainty and./or risk ofthe assumptions in the anal-
ysis already provided. Assumptions can be made on
the probability of occupancy rates at different rent
levels either discretely or through the use ofa proba-
bility distribution. Next, would be to calculate the
cash on cash return (COC) as the expected value of
the outcome that is most reasonable to occur. Occu-
pancy rates are directly related to rental rates (e.g.

the higher the rental rate, the lower the occupancy;
the lower the rental rate, the higher the occupancy
which, we shall note, can never exceed 10070 occu-
pancy). If the property is in an urban market, data
can be gathered from neighboring properties or by
direct experimentation with incremental changes in
the rental rate and associated cancy rate. Also, it
is important to note the relationship of expense ra-
tios to the level of effective gross income which
varies with rental rate, occupancy and the tax rate.
The relationship is as follows:

Rental Rate Occupancy Expenses Ratio

Low Higher Depends*
Low Lower Higher
Medium Medium Medium
High Higher Lower
High Lower Depends*

* The direction of change depends on the relative
incremental changes in occupancy caused by
changes in rental rate. If occupancy changes at a
greater proportionate rate than the rental rate, then
expense ratio would be higher and, conversely, then
lower.

The relationship between rental rate, occupancy
(e.g. racancy) and the expense ratio is important
and may vary based on economic conditions, changes
in demand and supply of renters and uncertain ran-
dom factors which affect occupancy and which are
not attributed to rental rate. The relationship, from
a decision theory point of view, would improve the
aasessment of planning for profitability through
analysis of controllable factors such as rental rate.

Conclusion
This simple and short-term risk analysis enabled
management to view the project from a managerial
accounting perspective. Using the simple break-even
analysis, cash-on-cash return ratio and margin of
safety formulas that were presented, the illustrated
project has a relatively low risk factor based on esti
mated fair rental rates.

Once the project is operational, the accounting
records will provide a better indication of actual cost
behavior. Actual costs should also be compared to
industry standards. The Income.lExpense Analysis
published by the Institute of Real Estate Manage-
ment is one of the most accurate sources for expense
analysis. The statistics are expressed in square foot-
age and can be converted to an apartment unit
basis. Some costs will remain frxed while others will
be variable, and it is the particular property which
determines those factors.

For some projects, the use of cost-volume-profit
analysis is a meaningful technique in the analysis
of the project's feasibility. While decision analysis
using simulation techniques, risk analysis and sce-
nario analysis are possible extensions, the analyst
must blend the nature of the pmject to the complex-
ity of the task and then consider the outcomes.
Break-even analysis is a useful, yet simple tech-
nique to model the relationships of rental rates, va-
cancies and operating expenses in an easy to
understand approach. Understanding these relation-
ships is important because they are the key deter-
minative factors that affect profrtability.
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